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Naim on
stream

P DETAILS
RECOMMENDED

Naim has launched a new, streaming all-in-one
system with a difference – there’s no CD drive!
But as Ed Selley discovers, it’s music non-stop

C

onsidering that Naim
waited the best part of a
decade before producing
its ﬁrst CD player, the
speed that the company has adopted
hard drive and audio streaming
products is impressive. In the last
few years, we have been treated to
the HDX hard drive server, the
‘NaimNet’ multiroom system and
the Uniti all-in-one system with
streaming capability.
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The Uniti has now morphed into a
complete range of products with the
Uniti Serv, CD-ripping music server
and the product tested here, the
all-in-one streamer/player, the
UnitiQute. Finally, Naim has just
announced the NDX streamer
(see Audiophile p8).

Full functionality

The UnitiQute is a half-width
version of the full-size Uniti. As

PRODUCT: Naim
ORIGIN: UK
TYPE: All-in-one
streamer/player
WEIGHT:
5.6kg
DIMENSIONS:
(WxHxD)
370x240x500mm
FEATURES:
• Able to stream
music over network
using UPnP protocol
• Digital, line and
USB inputs, DAB/FM
and internet radio
• 45w internal
amplifier
DISTRIBUTOR:
Naim
TELEPHONE:
01722 426600

WEBSITE:
naim-audio.com

well as being able to stream ﬁles up
to 24-bit/96kHz in size via Ethernet
or wireless network, the UnitiQute
also has a DAB/FM internal tuner,
built-in 45-watt amp, digital inputs,
internet radio access and a USB
input with the ability to access both
stored ﬁles on a USB stick or an iPod
or iPhone directly.
The one feature that has been
removed in the move from full-width
Uniti to UnitiQute is the CD drive.
The UnitiQute is entirely dependent
on music being elsewhere – be it on
a network, via a digital input or over
the airwaves, or the internet. The
Naim can then output any of these
sources via the internal 45-watt
ampliﬁer, a pre out or via a digital
output. This is also the ﬁrst Naim
product we recall seeing that has no
DIN connections on the rear panel.
Lack of DIN plugs aside, there is
little danger that the UnitiQute
will be confused with any other
companies’ products. The casework
of the unit is every bit as solid as
the rest of the Naim range and is
www.hifichoice.co.uk
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non-magnetic and non-resonant. The
display is a reassuring green and the
illuminated logo is retained as well.
Other Naim trademarks, such as
the switchable chassis ground and
lack of standby switch are present
and correct. Indeed, besides a hard
power switch on the rear panel, the
UnitiQute has no buttons of any
kind. All control is via the supplied
remote or via the iPhone app (see
boxout), so be sure to put the remote
somewhere safe.
The overall impression of the
UnitiQute is, that despite being
rather different in functionality to
more classic Naim offerings, it is still
very much a Naim product. This
extends to the run-in period, which
whilst brief by Naim standards, is
rather longer than might normally
be expected of an all-in-one system.

Net-works

As the Naim is very dependent on
networks and the web to show
what it can do, it is good news to
report that set up proved
straightforward and is reasonably
well explained in the manual. For
review, the UnitiQute was asked
to ﬁnd material stored on a network
attached storage (NAS) drive
that was connected via Ethernet
to a router. Later on, a laptop was
set up as a UPnP server, much
like the NAS and the UnitiQute
was instructed to ﬁnd content on
it. In both cases, it was able to

TALKING
POINT
THE UNITIQUTE
makes use of iPod’s
in two ways. The
USB port on the
front can connect
directly to an iPod
via the standard
iPod charging or
syncing cable. This
has been previously
seen on the full-size
Uniti and the Naim
DAC and it remains
very useful on the
UnitiQute. The
time taken to scan
even high-capacity
iPods is brief and
it’s then possible
to look through
and play albums,
tracks or playlists
via the display of the
UnitiQute.
If you are an iPod
Touch or iPhone
owner, you can
also use your
device to control
the UnitiQute via
the n-Stream app
available to buy
on the iTunes App
store. This allows
for full control of the
UnitiQute and will
show album art of
the material playing
once you have made
your selection. It is
extremely attractive
and worked well
on test.

CONNECTIONS

1

2

3

REVIEWS

locate music content quickly
and effectively.
Naim recommends using the
Ethernet connection on the rear
panel for improved performance
and stability and, if you have the
wherewithal to do so, such a
network should prove very resilient,
in practice. We also used the wireless
connection extensively and provided
that the router being used is
relatively robust and the network
itself is not being asked to do several
very complicated tasks at once, the
results are broadly indistinguishable
from the Ethernet socket.
The functionality, build and ease of
set up make the UnitiQute a strong
proposition at the asking price,
although as a relatively new type of
product, it will prove a little

“The UnitiQute is
well-specified and,
most importantly,
capable of a strong
sonic performance.”
confusing to some (see Talking
Point). The digital inputs, internal
tuner and iPod support strengthen
the appeal and make the unit
capable of performing as the hub of
a relatively complex system.
Considerable effort seems to have
gone into making the UnitiQute a
straightforward device to operate.
The menus for set up and track
selection are logical and easy to follow
and the remote is easy to understand
and intuitive. The green display can
become slightly hard to read at a
distance when the smallest size text
is being displayed, while the default
time the display stays visible for is a
little short, although easily adjusted.

Rock box

6

4

1 Digital output

2 Network connection

3 Wireless aerial connection

4 Ethernet networking post

5 Digital inputs

inputs
6 Analogue
and outputs
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After a period running in, we
installed the UnitiQute on a wired
network and connected it to a pair
of Mordaunt Short Mezzo 1’s. The
initial and indeed lasting impression
is the UnitiQute is still every inch a
Naim product. It is possessed of a
very assured presentational style
with superb timing and the
characteristic Naim bass ‘grip’ that
has marked most of their products
out for years.
The overall presentation is
fractionally forward of neutral, but
this makes itself felt in a sense of
excitement rather than any real
harshness or stridency. The internal
ampliﬁcation has enough power to
AWARDS 2010
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HIDDEN TECH
1

2

however, overshadowed by the
excellent internet radio
implementation, which is one of
the best we have seen. The
UnitiQute has an extensive database
of stations which can be searched
by genre and country of origin.
Connection proves fast and
reliable, but more importantly,
stations with a bitrate of 192kpbs
or above – particularly AAC codec –
based ones – are comfortably
superior to DAB. Further stations
can be requested via the website
and the overall experience transforms
internet radio from something of a
novelty to a genuinely worthwhile
listening experience for all.

The big issue
4

5

1

Asynchronous USB software

3

and streaming
2 Networking
hardware

3 Internal amplifier

supply with multiple output
5 Power
taps

4 Output capacitors

drive most pairs of speakers that one
would expect to see used with this
sort of system. Pushed very hard, the
sound will start to harden up, but
not until you have reached levels
that are on the high side for
domestic purposes.
Given a lossless FLAC or WAV ﬁle
or even better, a (regrettably rare)
24-bit/96kHz high-resolution ﬁle,
the UnitiQute has excellent tonality
and timbre. Voices are tangibly
real and have a welcome sense
of air and space around them.
Instruments are well-placed in
relation to one another and whilst
the presentation is still fairly ‘left/
right’ in the Naim tradition, there is
a believable sense of three
dimensionality to proceedings.

Switch to compressed ﬁles and the
UnitiQute retains much of this
positive behaviour, although by the
time bitrates drop much below
192kbps, the presentation
will have become rather ﬂatter
and thinner than with lossless
ﬁles, but this is not the fault of the
UnitiQute and generally thoughtfully
compressed ﬁles remain extremely
listenable. The same behaviour is
applicable to the digital inputs
which did a ﬁne job with the
varying quality and material
available from our Sky HD box,
which is typical of the equipment
likely to be connected to a device
like this.
The internal tuner proved virtually
noise-free and easy to tune. It is,

TECH LABS

RESULTS AT A GLANCE
Excellent
Above
average
Average
Below
average
Poor
THD+N:
0.03%.
This is a
quiet unit
that doesn’t
produce
much internal
noise
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MAXIMUM
USABLE OUTPUT:
35w per channel
before clipping
occurs. Power
rating was higher
than Naim’s listed
output of 30w
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SIGNAL-TONOISE RATIO:
(20Hz-20kHz).
96dB both
channels. These
are xcellent
results for an allin-one unit

THD AT 10W:
0.03%. Relatively
low noise at
real world
listening power

OUTPUT
IMPEDANCE:
0.2 ohms. We
recommend
speakers with a
higher sensitivity
rating to utilise
modest output

HOW IT
COMPARES
NAIM DESCRIBE
the UnitiQute as a
‘digital streaming
all-in-one’. But it can
also be viewed as a
streaming ‘client’ in
that it cannot hold
music itself and
requires another
storage point (or the
internet) to supply
its demands.
The nearest
competitive product
is the Arcam Solo
Neo (HFC 336), which
is almost exactly
the same price as
the UnitiQute and
has similar features.
The Solo Neo retains
a CD mechanism,
however, which
does allow a would
be owner to spin a
CD straight off. The
UnitiQute will always
require a CD to be
ripped to network
storage or USB stick.
To the increasing
number of networksavvy listeners out
there, this is not an
issue, but to a large
number of would
be purchasers, the
additional processes
involved will
not appeal.

The UnitiQute is very well thought
out, well speciﬁed and, most
importantly, capable of a strong
sonic performance. To anyone with
an existing network and their music
already stored on a NAS drive or
similar, there is very little that
can match its performance and
features, let alone the form factor at
a similar price.
The biggest issue that the
UnitiQute currently has is not
performance-related, but more
down to the fact that currently the
only real way of buying music that
does the UnitiQute justice is via
CD. This means that most would-be
owners will have to purchase a
format that the UnitiQute cannot
play directly.
This is not to say that there is no
high-quality music out there to
download (Naim itself has a better
selection than most), but the
UnitiQute is essentially waiting for
the music retail market to catch it up.
For some, this will mean the
UnitiQute loses out to products still
capable of playing CDs. Others,
however, will be ready to make
the jump.

OUR VERDICT
SOUND QUALITY

LIKE: Excellent features and
easy to set up with strong
performance
VALUE FOR MONEY
DISLIKE: Limitations in
content delivery will reduce
appeal to the network savvy
BUILD QUALITY
WE SAY: Well thought out
and clever product that
FEATURES
does most things very
well indeed

OVERALL
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